The Dekko GW 1 Mk 1A was a specialised high-speed cine camera, using 35mm film to document the approach of missiles to unpiloted target aircraft. The Target Aircraft Camera was housed in specialised camera pods mounted at the wingtips of the target aircraft. This document, which provides a photographic documentation of the camera, forms part of a broader assessment of specialised cameras of the World War II and Cold War eras. The history, function and technical details of the Dekko GW 1 Mk 1A are described in Spennemann (2015b). Two units were accessible for photography, sn #507/55 (inventory nº 674) and sn #1212/57.

**Unit sn 507/55**
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Endnotes
1 These studies are comprised of technical assessments (Spennemann, 2015a, 2015b, 2015c, 2015d) and photographic documentation (Spennemann, 2015e, 2015f, 2015g, 2015h, 2015i, 2015j, 2015k, 2015l, 2015m, 2015n, 2015o).
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